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Bioaerosols exhibit significant broadband extinction performance and have vital impacts on climate change, optical detec-
tion, communication, disease transmission, and the development of optical attenuation materials. Microbial spores and
microbial hyphae represent two primary forms of bioaerosol particles. However, a comprehensive investigation and com-
parison of their optical properties have not been conducted yet. In this paper, the spectra of spores and hyphae were tested,
and the absorption peaks, component contents, and protein structural differences were compared. Accurate structural
models were established, and the optical attenuation parameters were calculated. Aerosol chamber experiments were
conducted to verify the optical attenuation performance of microbial spores and hyphae in the mid-infrared and far-infrared
spectral bands. Results demonstrate that selecting spores and hyphae can significantly reduce the average transmittance
from 21.2% to 6.4% in the mid-infrared band and from 31.3% to 19.6% in the far-infrared band within three minutes. The
conclusions have significant implications for the selection of high-performance microbial optical attenuation materials
as well as for the rapid detection of bioaerosol types in research on climate change and the spread of pathogenic aerosols.
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1. Introduction

Bioaerosol is an important component of the atmosphere. First,
bioaerosols may affect the amount of solar radiation reaching
the surface by scattering and absorption, which regulates the
radiation budget of the Earth-atmosphere system and influences
climate change[1,2]. Therefore, studying the optical properties of
bioaerosols is of great significance for climate change research[3].
Second, as a potential optical attenuation material, research on
the optical properties of biological aerosols is conducive to their
better utilization. For example, bioaerosols can be released in a
certain area to attenuate solar radiation and to alleviate green-
house effect or to attenuate optical signals or electromagnetic
radiation in industry, aerospace, and military fields. In addition,
the quantification of aerosol size through optical trapping is also
an important optical application for bioaerosols, which involves
trapping and manipulating single airborne particles by optical
configurations[4,5]. Finally, the spatial and temporal distribu-
tions and transport characteristics of atmospheric bioaerosols

will cause environmental pollution and even disease transmis-
sion[6,7]. Bioaerosol species can be rapidly detected and identi-
fied[8,9] by their optical properties for further disease prevention
and control.
Various microorganisms are the main components of atmos-

pheric bioaerosols, and their main forms are divided into
microbial spores and microbial hyphae. Previous research has
demonstrated the broadband optical attenuation performance
of various pollen, yeast, and microbial spores[10]. The complex
refractive index of microbial materials has been calculated[11].
The difference of infrared attenuation performance between
bioaerosols and traditional smoke materials has been com-
pared[12], and the influence of relative humidity on the broad-
band attenuation performance of bioaerosols was studied[13].
However, a comparative analysis on the optical properties of
bioaerosols composed of microbial spores and hyphae is lack-
ing. This research is extremely necessary. On the one hand, as
two main forms of microorganisms, comparing the optical
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properties of bioaerosols composed of microbial spores and
hyphae in different wavebands can better select bioaerosols with
good optical performance for application in climate change,
industry, aerospace, and military fields. On the other hand,
for pathogenic microbial aerosols, the pathogenicity of bioaero-
sols composed of microbial spores is stronger than those com-
posed of homogenous microbial hyphae. Rapid detection of the
optical properties of bioaerosols can distinguish pathogenic
microbial spores and hyphae in the atmosphere, assisting in fur-
ther targeted aerosol transmission interruption and prevention
and control of infectious diseases.
The composition particles of bioaerosols are often various

particles released from terrestrial and marine ecosystems into
the atmosphere. They are composed of biological and non-
biological components, including organisms such as fungi, bac-
teria, viruses, and pollen and their excretions. This article
focuses on artificially prepared bioaerosols used for optical
attenuation. The advantages of this type of aerosol are wideband
strong attenuation achieved by a single material, long floating
time, and safety. Herein, we established corresponding struc-
tural models after observing the morphology of homogeneous
microbial spores and hyphae, respectively. By testing the
Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra of microbial spores
and hyphae, the differences of their functional groups and infra-
red absorption peaks were determined. The differences in opti-
cal properties were further analyzed by fitting the contents of
macromolecular components and secondary structure contents
of proteins in homogeneous microbial spores and hyphae. Based
on the established structural models, the discrete dipole approxi-
mation (DDA) method was used to calculate the optical attenu-
ation coefficients of microbial spores and hyphae in the band
of 2.5–14.5 μm. The Monte Carlo algorithm was used to
calculate the transmittance of the bioaerosols composed of
microbial spores and hyphae. Finally, the optical properties of
bioaerosols composed of microbial spores and hyphae were
tested through aerosol chamber experiment, and the reliability
of the simulation results was proved.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Materials preparation

Aspergillus niger spores are a common type of microbial spores
that have been shown to exhibit significant broadband optical
properties[10,12,13]. Therefore, they are suitable research objects
for this study. AN0408 is a strain of Aspergillus niger. The spe-
cific preparation process of AN0408 spores and hyphae can
be divided into five steps: strains activation → seed liquid
culture → fermentation in a fermenter → stains collection →
sample drying. Among them, the main differences in the culti-
vation process for AN0408 spores and AN0408 hyphae lied in
the fermentation and collection processes: solid fermentation
was used for the culture of the AN0408 spores, while liquid
fermentation was used for the AN0408 hyphae. In addition,
centrifugal precipitation was used for the collection of the

AN0408 spores, while layered filtration was used for the AN0408
hyphae. For further comparative analysis, the AN0408 spores
and hyphae were inactivated by a damp-heat inactivation
method (inactivation temperature 121°C, inactivation time
30 min). In this way, the inactivated AN0408 spores and hyphae
were obtained.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of AN0408

spores and hyphae before and after inactivation are shown
in Fig. 1. As shown in the figure, the morphology of the
AN0408 spores was an oblate cylinder with slightly concave ends
and a number of folds and protrusions on the surface. The over-
all shape resembled a pumpkin. The morphology of AN0408
spores showed less variation after inactivation. The radius of
a single spore was approximately 2.5 μm. The morphology of
the AN0408 hyphae was an irregular block with slightly irregular
folds on the surface. Compared with the inactivated hyphae, the
morphology of the AN0408 hyphae is larger and flatter, while
the AN0408 mycelia become smaller and slender after inactiva-
tion. According to the morphological characteristics shown in
the SEM images of the AN0408 spores and hyphae before and
after inactivation, corresponding structural models were estab-
lished for subsequent calculations of optical attenuation coeffi-
cients. Different from commonly used regular particle shapes
such as spheres, ellipsoids, cylinders, and chains in previous
research, this study has developed structural models that offer
more intricate details and closely resemble the actual shapes
of biological aerosol particles observed in the SEM images.
For instance, the spore model consists of a slightly concave cir-
cular disc with added random noise to mimic the wrinkled sur-
face of irregularly shaped particles. Various typical structures
observed in the SEM images for microbial spores have been uti-
lized to generate corresponding structure models. These struc-
ture models were constructed using Blender, and 3D structure

Fig. 1. SEM images of AN0408 spores and hyphae. The actual structures of the
AN0408 spores and hyphae are shown in the white dashed boxes in the figure,
and their corresponding structural models are encircled in white solid line
ellipses in the same subgraph. (a) AN0408 spores, (b) inactivated AN0408
spores, (c) AN0408 hyphae, and (d) inactivated AN0408 hyphae.
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data has been exported for subsequent simulation analysis. The
actual structures of the AN0408 spores and hyphae were shown
in the white dashed boxes in the figure, and their corresponding
structural models were encircled in a white solid line in the
same subgraph.

2.2. FT-IR spectrum measurement and complex refractive
index calculation

FT-IR spectroscopy[14–16] has been widely used for the molecu-
lar identification and structural characterization of protein sec-
ondary mechanisms. FT-IR spectroscopy is a powerful tool for
examining biological molecules because the characteristics of
functional groups can be determined by IR absorption[17].
The IR spectra exhibit unique molecular vibrational modes
for each functional group. The composition and structures of
functional groups can be determined from the position, width,
and intensity of the spectra[18].
The FT-IR spectra of AN0408 spores and hyphae samples

were measured in the range of 400–4000 cm−1 using a Fourier
transform infrared spectroscope (Nicolet iS50, Thermo Fisher
Scientific, USA) equipped with an attenuated total reflection
(ATR) accessory. Each spectrum of the reflection mode was
obtained using an average of 32 consecutive scans with a reso-
lution of 0.482 cm−1 and scanning interval of 0.482 cm−1. Each
sample was measured three times, and the average spectra were
calculated.
Using the measured FT-IR spectra, the complex refractive

index (CRI) of the AN0408 spores and hyphae in the 2.5–
14.5 μm waveband was calculated using the Kramers–Kronig
(K-K) algorithm[11],
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m�λ� = n�λ� � k�λ�: (4)

It is known that the R�λ� should be obtained in the full band to
calculate the complex refractive index. However, in the actual
experimental measurements, the R�λ� has been measured only
in the limited band (2.5 to 14.59 μm). The constant extrapola-
tionmethod was used to expand the range of reflectivity. A value
of 100 μm was used as the upper limit of the integral because
the reflectivity above 100 μm had little effect on the complex

refractive index in the 2.5 to 14.59 μm wavelength range.
R�0–2.5μm�=R�2.5μm�, and R�14.59–100μm�=R�14.59μm�.
Therefore, R�λ� over the entire integral range (0–100 μm) was
acquired.

2.3. Optical attenuation coefficient calculation and
transmittance simulation

The DDA method is an approximation method that is used to
solve the volume integral equation of electromagnetic scattering.
It is an important method used to study the scattering character-
istics of particles[19–21]. As long as the CRI, denoted as m, satis-
fies the condition jm − 1j ≤ 3, the DDA method is applicable to
scatterers of any geometric shape, and the scatterers can be
anisotropic and non-uniform[22].
Using this method, the extinction cross section Cext, the scat-

tering cross section Csca, and the absorption cross section Cabs of
the AN0408 spores and hyphae can be calculated[23–25].
In addition, the densities ρ of the AN0408 spores and hyphae

in corresponding bioaerosols and the optical length L were
set to suitable parameter values, respectively. All particles
were assumed to be evenly distributed in space. With these
parameters, the transmittance of incident light through the
AN0408 bioaerosols can be simulated using the Monte Carlo
algorithm[26].

2.4. Transmittance experiment in an aerosol chamber

In this experiment, we focused on the transmittance of bioaer-
osols produced by the AN0408 spores and hyphae in the mid-
infrared (MIR) band and far-infrared (FIR) band. As shown
in Fig. 2, we designed an aerosol chamber (4m × 3m × 2.4m)
to perform the transmittance experiment. Two pairs of
light sources and detectors were placed on both sides of the
chamber to measure the transmittance in the MIR and FIR
bands. The light sources are black bodies (HFX-300A, Fuyuan,
China), for which the temperature can be set to 5°C–400°C. The
detectors for the MIR and FIR bands are the MIR thermal
imager (SC7700M, FLIR, USA) and the FIR thermal imager
(VarioCAM HD, InfraTec, Germany), respectively. The optical

Fig. 2. Schematic of the broadband transmittance experiment in the
bioaerosol chamber.
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length between each pair of light sources and detectors was 4 m.
Then, 40 mg of biomaterials was weighed and filled into the fill-
ing port of the aerosol chamber. Thematerials were injected into
the aerosol chamber using N2 gas (output pressure of 0.5 MPa).
Fans were placed at the four corners of the aerosol chamber to
accelerate the dispersion of the biomaterials and better disperse
the materials in the confined space of the aerosol chamber. As
the spores were evenly distributed in the aerosol chamber, the
average power of the light signal received by the detector over
3 min was recorded. Using these data, the transmittance could
be calculated. A high-precision temperature and humidity
recorder (174H, Testo, Germany) was used to record real-time
changes of the temperature and relative humidity inside the
aerosol chamber.

3. Results and Discussion

The ATR FT-IR spectra of the AN0408 spores and hyphae are
shown in Fig. 3(a). As shown in the figure, both spores and
hyphae exhibit similar trends in reflectance. As for the changes
before and after inactivation, the changes of hyphae were not
obvious. However, the reflectance intensities of the spores varied
greatly. The results of the characteristic peaks identification are
presented in Fig. 3(b), where the vertical axis of the original spec-
tra was converted from reflectance to absorbance. As shown in
Fig. 3(b), the characteristic peaks of the AN0408 spores and
hyphae were similar, which indicated that the types of absorptive
functional groups contained in the spores and the hyphae
showed little difference. However, there are slight differences
in the positions of the absorption peaks, and the relative inten-
sities of the absorption peaks differ noticeably. This suggests that
although the composition of spores and hyphae of the same
microbial strain is similar, there are differences in the content
of each component.
Compared to spores, hyphae showed a significant decrease in

the C=O and N–H peaks around 1652 cm−1 and 1544 cm−1, and
a significant increase in the polysaccharide C−O absorption
peaks at 1076 cm−1 and 1039 cm−1. This result indicates that
spores accumulate more polysaccharide structures and have
reduced content of structural proteins after developing into
hyphae. Compared to inactivated spores, inactivated hyphae
exhibited a shoulder peak trend in the 3100–3300 cm−1 region,

indicating a difference in the content of triterpenes and sterols
between the two samples. Additionally, a significant decrease is
observed in the N–H absorption peak of the amide band at
1547 cm−1, confirming differences in themain chemical compo-
nents (proteins, fatty acids, etc.) between inactivated spores and
hyphae.
To analyze these differences more effectively, the FT-IR

spectra were subjected to peak fitting using the GaussAmp func-
tion in Peakfit v4.21. This work was done to determine the
differences in relative intensities of major components (proteins,
polysaccharides, fatty acids, etc.) in the AN0408 spores and
hyphae. The fitting method employed is as follows: the relative
intensities of peaks in the range of 2800–2950 cm−1 were
summed to represent the fatty acid compounds, the relative
intensity of the amide I band (around 1650 cm−1) was used to
represent the protein substances, and the relative intensities
of peaks in the range of 1000–1150 cm−1 were summed to
represent the polysaccharide compounds, reflecting changes
in their content. The relative content of protein, polysaccharide,
and fatty acid compounds in the AN0408 spores and hyphae
before and after inactivation, obtained through the fitting proc-
ess, is presented in Table 1. Additionally, a secondary structural
fitting of the amide I band was performed to analyze protein
conformation, and the results are shown in Fig. 4.
The fitting results indicate that compared to inactivated

spores, the relative content of the polysaccharides in the inacti-
vated hyphae significantly increased from 9.68% to 13.84%. The
relative content of proteins showed a slight increase, while
the relative content of aliphatic acids decreased by about 3%.
This could be attributed to the less active metabolism of the
spores, resulting in lower requirements for enzymes and protein
functions, thus leading to lower protein expression in the spores.
The fitting results of the amide I band showed a slight decrease
in the relative intensity of the random coil structures in the inac-
tivated hyphae, indicating a difference in protein specificity
between inactivated spores and hyphae, with slightly higher pro-
tein activity in the hyphae. Morphological changes, nutrient
requirements, cell osmotic pressure maintenance, and changes
in internal and external environments during different stages
may be the main factors contributing to the differences in poly-
saccharide and fatty acid content between the spores and the
hyphae. The relative intensity changes of the protein secondary

Fig. 3. (a) ATR FT-IR spectra and (b) characteristic peaks of AN0408 spores
and hyphae for ATR FT-IR spectra.

Table 1. Relative Contents of Proteins, Polysaccharides, and Fatty Acids.

Content

Sample Protein Polysaccharide Aliphatic acid

AN0408 spores 5.65% 9.65% 4.11%

AN0408 hyphae inactivated 4.7% 14.37% 4.66%

AN0408 spores inactivated 4.22% 9.68% 7.28%

AN0408 hyphae 5.11% 13.84% 4.41%
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structures of the spores and the hyphae followed a similar pat-
tern: compared to spores, the relative intensity of random coil
structures in hyphae slightly decreased, and the relative content
of fatty compounds increased by about 0.5%, indicating slightly
higher protein activity in the hyphae.
As shown in Fig. 5, the real part n of CRI of the four samples

ranged from 1.1 to 1.8. The n of the inactivated spores, the inac-
tivated hyphae, and the hyphae and spores increase in turn
and the differences are obvious. The imaginary part k of the
spores and the hyphae showed significant differences in the rel-
ative magnitude at different wavelengths, indicating significant
differences in the absorption capabilities of spores and hyphae in
various wavebands. Each sample has advantageous wavebands
with high absorption coefficients.
The results of the optical attenuation coefficients for the four

samples are shown in Figs. 6(a)–6(c). The extinction cross sec-
tion, absorption cross section, and scattering cross section of the
inactivated hyphae were greater than the corresponding param-
eters of inactivated spores in the 2.5–14.5 μm waveband. The
scattering ability of the spores in the 4–6 μm waveband was
superior to that of hyphae, which may be due to the fact that
the average radius of the spores is around 2.5 μm, which is close
to the wavelength of the incident light. However, due to

differences in composition, the optical absorption ability of
the hyphae is stronger in the 2.5–6 μm waveband. In the 8.4–
14.5 μm waveband, due to the larger particle size of the hyphae
and its closer proximity to the wavelength of the incident light,
its optical attenuation ability is significantly superior to that
of the spores. The transmittance results obtained through the
Monte Carlo algorithm are shown in Fig. 6(d). As shown in
the figure, all four spores and hyphae samples can attenuate
the transmittance of incident light in the 2.5–14.5 μmwaveband
to below 30%. Among them, inactivated hyphae exhibited the
strongest attenuation ability, reducing the transmittance to
5%–10%, while inactivated spores showed the weakest attenua-
tion ability, maintaining the transmittance at 20%–30%.
The transmittance of the AN0408 spores and hyphae before

and after inactivation was tested using an aerosol chamber.
In this experiment, the transmittance of each type of bioaerosols
was tested three times, and the average of the three tests was
recorded. Each test lasted for 3 min, starting when the biological
materials were sprayed into the aerosol chamber. The mass of
the biological materials sprayed in each test was 40 g. The aver-
age transmittance of the four bioaerosols in the MIR and FIR
bands is shown in Fig. 7. The negative time values in the figure
represent the period before the biological materials were
sprayed, during which the transmittance was 100%.
As shown in Fig. 7, all four bioaerosols exhibit significant

attenuation performance in both the MIR and FIR bands. The
optical attenuation ability of the AN0408 spores in the MIR
band is stronger than that of the AN0408 hyphae. AN0408
spores can reduce the transmittance to below 12% within 3 min,
while the AN0408 hyphae can maintain the transmittance be-
low 18% within 3 min. Conversely, the AN0408 hyphae have
a stronger attenuation capability in the FIR band, reducing
the transmittance to 20%–25% within 3 min, while the AN0408
spores can only maintain the transmittance of 20%–35%.
Inactivated AN0408 hyphae have better attenuation capabilitiesFig. 5. CRI of active and inactivated spores and hyphae.

Fig. 6. Results of the DDA method and the Monte Carlo algorithm.

Fig. 4. Protein secondary structure fitting results.
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in both bands compared to the inactivated AN0408 spores.
Inactivated hyphae can reduce the transmittance in the MIR
band to 5%–8% and in the FIR band to around 20%. Inacti-
vated spores can reduce the transmittance in the MIR band to
12%–25% and in the FIR band to below 35% within 3 min.
To compare the simulation results with the aerosol chamber

test results, the average transmittance simulation results of the
four aerosols in the corresponding bands are plotted in Fig. 8.
The test results of the transmittance in the aerosol chamber in
1 min, 2 min, and 3 min are shown in the box plots in Fig. 8.
As shown in Fig. 8, the optical attenuation performance of
the spores and the hyphae in different bands obtained from the
aerosol chamber experiments follows the same pattern as the
Monte Carlo simulation results. However, there are slight
differences in the numerical values. This is because the simula-
tion assumes that all bioaerosol particles are uniformly distrib-
uted, and their concentration is constant. In the experiment,
there may be uneven distribution of aerosol particles, and the
settling of particles can further affect the particle concentration
in the aerosol chamber. These factors contribute to the numeri-
cal discrepancies between the experimental and simulated
results.

4. Conclusion

There are significant differences in particle morphology between
spores and hyphae of the same microbial strain. During the ger-
mination of spores into hyphae, it shows significant changes in

the contents of various components as well as in the acti-
vity and structural stability of the proteins. These structural
differences and compositional changes result in significant dis-
crepancies in the optical properties of bioaerosols composed of
spores and hyphae.
The results of the DDA method show that the inactivated

AN0408 hyphae have the largest extinction cross section, with
a range of 0.5–0.8, and the inactivated AN0408 spores have
the smallest extinction cross section, with a range of 0.25–0.4.
Due to particle size, the extinction cross section of the
AN0408 spores in the 4–6 μm band is greater than that of
AN0408 hyphae, while in the 6–14.5 μm band, the extinction
cross section of the AN0408 hyphae is greater.
The results of Monte Carlo simulations and aerosol chamber

experiments both indicated that both the AN0408 spores and
hyphae, before and after inactivation, exhibit significant opti-
cal attenuation abilities in the MIR and FIR bands. In the
MIR band, the order of optical attenuation performance from
the strongest to the weakest is inactivated AN0408 hyphae,
AN0408 spores, AN0408 hyphae, and inactivated AN0408
spores. In the FIR band, the attenuation performance of the
AN0408 hyphae is superior to that of the AN0408 spores.
In practical applications, by selecting preferred spores or
hyphae, the resulting bioaerosol can reduce the average trans-
mittance in the MIR band from 21.2% to 6.4% within 3 min
and reduce the average transmittance in the FIR band from
31.3% to 19.6%.
The conclusions have significant implications for future

research. First, the differences in optical properties between
spores and hyphae can be used for rapid discrimination of
bioaerosol types in atmospheric detection, contributing to the
study of climate change, environmental pollution, and disease
transmission. Second, as a highly potential optical attenuation
material, the differences in optical properties between bioaero-
sols composed of spores and hyphae can be used to select optical
attenuation materials for specific target wavebands, which can
significantly reduce the transmittance. Third, the established
spores and hyphae structural models are more consistent with
the actual structural characteristics of the particles, which can
enhance the accuracy of the optical performance calculations.
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